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ABSTRACT
REDEFINING THE PERFORMANCE DEGREE CURRICULUM FOR THE 
CROSSOVER SAXOPHONIST 
Many collegiate saxophone performance degree programs are overwhelmingly 
classical, adopting from other performance programs in the Western music tradition.  
However, there is a growing number of saxophone compositions that are “crossover” in 
nature.  Crossover is a term used to describe the fusion of popular music styles in a 
classical setting.  There is also evidence that collegiate music education as a whole is 
moving towards a more diverse curriculum, which emphasizes ethnomusicology.  Due to 
this trend in composition and education, it is becoming increasingly important that 
saxophonists have the training of both classical and jazz disciplines.
The problem is that while many colleges have saxophone majors, there is a 
strong divide between classical and jazz education.  This leaves students in a Bachelor of 
Music in Saxophone Performance degree track without the ability to accurately perform 
crossover music or have the opportunity to perform jazz and other genres of music.  The 
purpose of this study is to develop a crossover degree in saxophone performance by 
highlighting aspects of crossover saxophone repertoire and reviewing current university 
degree catalogs.  The research in this study is meant to diagnose omissions in 
performance degree programs as far as crossover development and to create a new 
degree track for saxophonists in an effort to promote diverse performance ability. 
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PART ONE – EXTENDED MONOGRAPH OF MUSICAL ARTS PROJECT 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The Problem with Current Saxophone Performance Education 
The saxophone is one of the youngest accepted instruments in the collegiate 
music education community.  While many conservatories of music have been teaching 
instrumental performance in several instruments for more than 250 years, the saxophone 
did not have a serious collegiate education program until Marcel Mule became the full-
time tenured professor of saxophone at the Paris Conservatoire in 1942.1  It wouldn’t be 
until 1953 that Larry Teal would become the first tenure-track appointed saxophone 
professor in the United States at the University of Michigan–Ann Arbor.2  However, 
these programs and a large majority of current saxophone performance programs are 
entirely classical in nature, adopting a traditional performance education structure from 
other established departments in the United States and in the Western music tradition. 
Then there is the matter of jazz saxophone, a major part of the saxophone’s 
historical background.  Since the late 1910s, the saxophone has been one of the major 
driving instruments of the jazz medium.  Stephen Cottrell explains in his book The 
Saxophone that the instrument was increasingly attractive to early jazz performers for its 
1 Claus Raumberger and Karl Ventzke, “Saxophone,” Oxford Music Online, accessed 
November 18, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/24670. 
2 Joseph Wytko, “Teal, Laurence,” Oxford Music Online, accessed November 18, 
2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2087664
.
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wide range of timbres, making the instrument highly suitable to the tendencies of jazz 
music.3  The instrument was also used based on its vocal quality and the ability to 
manipulate pitches to mimic the human voice with relative ease.4  Jazz would not be 
considered an acceptable course of music study until the University of North Texas 
established the first jazz studies or “stage band” degree program in 1947.5  Today, a 
majority of college music programs offer a jazz studies degree of some kind, whether it 
be a Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. 
Since the 1960s, there have been many developments in saxophone education 
such as the inclusion of extended techniques like altissimo, multiphonics, circular 
breathing and many more.6  This has led to highly virtuosic musical compositions that 
have become standard repertoire for collegiate saxophone performance study.  However, 
there has been an influence of jazz, popular and world music in certain concert 
saxophone compositions that have been labeled “crossover” in nature.  Crossover, or 
classical-crossover, is a term used to describe the fusion of popular music styles in a 
classical setting.7  This trend has become extremely popular and a significant part of the 
new standard repertoire for study.  This has made it increasingly important for 
saxophonists in a performance degree program to have some sort of jazz training. 
Herein lies the problem at hand.  While many colleges have saxophone 
performance and jazz studies programs, there has been little progress in integrating the 
3 Stephen Cottrell, The Saxophone (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
2012), 185. 
4 Cottrell, The Saxophone, 186. 
5 Gary W Kennedy, “Jazz Education,” Oxford Music Online, accessed November 18, 
2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/J60230. 
6 Cottrell, The Saxophone, 264-273. 
7 Kenneth Gloag, “Crossover,” Oxford Music Online, accessed November 18, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e173. 
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two degrees or aspects of them together in order to create a course of study for the current 
trends in saxophone music and performance.  In recent years, crossover education has 
become a major discussion point among music pedagogues.  Julia Sykes explains in her 
dissertation, Bridging the Great Divide Between Classical and Contemporary Music and 
Creating Well-Rounded Musicians, that we must consider the importance or desire for a 
musician to be well-rounded.8  Sykes implies that students desire to be well-rounded in 
their music education.  An integrated education would give them multiple opportunities 
to pursue a career in music as opposed to students who have “restricted skills, knowledge 
and experience.”9  Restricting their education hinders students from being able to perform 
more than one stylistic genre of music.  This is the same argument that was presented in a 
report from the College Music Society’s Task Force in the Undergraduate Music Major.  
In the manifesto, the TFUMM stated that, “large numbers of music majors graduate with 
little or no hands-on engagement in music beyond European classical repertory.”10 
In the case of saxophone pedagogy, there has been a very strong divide between 
classical and jazz study that continues to dictate the choice of study for many future 
saxophone undergraduate majors.  The opportunity to pursue an equal education in both 
classical and jazz music is extremely rare to find and some universities discourage it.  For 
a large percentage of universities in the United States, the Bachelor of Music in 
Performance degree for saxophonists is strictly classical in nature.  Though there have 
been some examples by professors to incorporate jazz techniques into their curriculum, 
8 Julia Sykes, “Bridging the Great Divide Between Classical and Contemporary Music 
and Creating Well-Rounded Musicians” (BME diss., University of Western Australia, 2001).  
9 Sykes, “Bridging the Great Divide.” 
10 Ed Sarath, “Transforming Music Study from its Foundations: A Manifesto for 
Progressive Change in the Undergraduate Preparation of Music Majors,” Music Theory Online, 
accessed January 15, 2017, http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.16.22.1/manifesto.pdf. 
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this is not enough to prepare the student to play proficiently in multiple styles.  It is 
imperative that saxophone education, at the undergraduate level, be re-evaluated in order 
to bridge the divide between classical and jazz pedagogy.  
Developing a New Approach 
The purpose of this study is to develop a crossover approach to saxophone 
pedagogy by way of college degree curriculum.  This is needed in order to create a better 
diversity in saxophone education and to embrace the direction that music education 
should advance towards as highlighted by the College Music Society’s TFUMM 
manifesto.  By discussing aspects of major crossover repertoire for saxophone and 
addressing curricular problems in music schools, I have created a suggested crossover 
course of study for the modern college saxophonist.  This new crossover performance 
degree is designed in order to address the crossover deficiencies in today’s university 
schools of music and my hope is that the product of this research project will be 
reviewed, debated and/or implemented by all collegiate schools of music. 
Copyright © Ian Michael Cruz 2017 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
When initially beginning my research on the topic of crossover saxophone 
pedagogy, it became clear to me that the topic of integrating classical and jazz education 
together has been a major topic of growing importance in recent years.  A basic search of 
the words “crossover music” in ProQuest’s dissertation database produces over twenty-
thousand results with a majority of the academic documents being written within the last 
seventeen or more years.  There were a significant amount of dissertations written about 
crossover music in 2014, which shows a direct response to the College Music Society’s 
TFUMM manifesto published that same year.  This means that the doctoral music 
students who are writing these dissertations will become influential to future music 
education programs at the collegiate level.  Though there were many sources on the 
subject of crossover education, I decided to focus my attention on sources that addressed 
the integration of classical and jazz, or crossover, education either in saxophone or music 
study in general. 
It is important to note that in my research I did not find any sources that outlined a 
crossover course of study in saxophone.  The majority of sources focused on crossover 
study at the applied lesson level, which does not address all of the needs of a crossover 
education.  In addition, I found very little research of successful crossover curriculum 
development in other none applied lesson areas.  The following research projects and 
articles are examples of the kind of research that has been done in support of crossover 
music education. 
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In Caroline Mia Lee’s 2000 dissertation An Introductory Guide to Jazz 
Improvisation for the Classical Violinist, she explains that there is a need for classical 
violinists to study improvisation based on the National Standards of Arts Education and 
she approaches learning improvisation from a classical performers perspective.11  This 
dissertation is based on three interviews with jazz violinists Matt Glaser, Darol Anger, 
and John Blake.12  Lee then synthesizes the teaching techniques found in the interviews 
into a teaching approach for improvisation.  Lee provides in her dissertation basic 
exercises in rhythmic development, the study of modes, provides selected standards, a 
section on the Blues, and a suggested study outline.  Lee also explains that the violinists 
interviewed all expressed the importance of listening and ear training in improvisation 
study.13  Though this dissertation is skewed towards classical violinists, the resources 
provided in Lee’s dissertation (exercises, techniques, study outline, method books, etc.) 
can all be applied to teaching improvisation to classical saxophonists.  I found this 
information extremely important based on the fact that improvisation is not taught in a 
majority of saxophone performance degree programs and the information provided in this 
document can be implemented easily into applied saxophone study. 
In the 2015 thesis Guiding principles for the concurrent teaching of jazz and 
classical saxophone; a view from the Melbourne secondary school sector, the researcher, 
Abraham Albertus de Villiers, investigated the pedagogical methods of saxophone 
teachers who teach classical and jazz saxophone students in secondary schools in 
11 Caroline Mia Lee, “An Introductory Guide to Jazz Improvisation for the Classical 
Violinist” (DMA diss., University of Miami, 2000). 
12 Lee, “Introductory Guide to Jazz Improvisation.” 
13 Ibid. 
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Melbourne.14  This study brings to light the fact that there is no significant academic 
analysis of the differences in classical and jazz saxophone teaching at the secondary 
school level.  De Villiers explains the teaching techniques and important characteristics 
of both musical styles, while showing how both genres are taught at the same time. He 
also expresses the difficulties between the two genres and frustrations that occur from 
secondary school students.  De Villiers deconstructs the physical aspects of the two 
musical styles by examining components like embouchure, oral cavity placement/ 
voicing, vibrato, articulation, mouthpieces, reeds and transcription.  While this is not a 
college-level program, I believe that many of the aspects of this study can be applied to 
collegiate saxophone study.  However, like the previous dissertation by Caroline Mia Lee 
indicated, this research is based in applied lesson development.  These dissertations and a 
majority of other crossover educational research do not address the ensemble experience 
or the non-saxophone specific curricular classes in classical and jazz theory, history and 
composition. 
Fred Everett Maus wrote an article in the 2004 College Music Symposium titled 
Ethnomusicology, Music Curricula, and the Centrality of Classical Music.  This article 
deals with the difficulties of including non-Western/ European art music into the 
musicological curriculum.  Maus explains the approach his department took to introduce 
ethnomusicological study as a major portion of a musicology major’s academic course 
work in an effort to de-centralize classical music in their studies.15  A very interesting 
point made by Maus in the article is how the previous curriculum in his department 
14 Abraham Albertus de Villiers, “Guiding principles for the concurrent teaching of jazz 
and classical saxophone; a view from the Melbourne secondary school sector” (MM thesis, 
University of Melbourne, 2015). 
15 Fred Everett Maus, “Ethnomusicology, Music Curricula, and the Centrality of Classical 
Music,” College Music Symposium, Vol. 44 (2004): 59. 
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marginalized jazz and ethnomusicology and how these studies were often only accessed 
as elective courses.  This article highlighted that the lack of crossover education is not 
only a problem in the saxophone pedagogy world but also in the general collegiate music 
education environment.  Maus’s difficulties with course requirements and structure 
impacted the new curriculum they created.  In the end, he revealed that while the new 
major gives students more flexibility to study, the predominantly classical training of 
faculty is a significant issue and Maus’s department did not achieve their goal of de-
centralizing classical music in the curriculum.16 
Based on my research, there are many scholars and teachers who are working on 
aspects of crossover musical study, but there has been relatively no development in the 
creation of a performance degree for saxophone that integrates classical and jazz study 
equally.  In addition, Maus’s difficulties to integrate ethnomusicology into general study 
leads me to the conclusion that to create a crossover degree for today’s universities, it 
must be confined to the types of courses that are currently being offered to music 
students.  I implemented this limitation because of the lack of ethnomusicological 
integration in current curricular music courses.  Until the recommendations of the 
College Music Society’s manifesto are met, the course load for a crossover degree 
program will have to be larger and incorporate the kinds of courses offered at universities 
currently. 
Copyright © Ian Michael Cruz 2017 
16 Maus, “Ethnomusicology,” 66.	
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
For the purpose of this study, I chose to build a new curriculum based on the 
results of a focused look at crossover repertoire, and a degree catalog analysis of 
performance and jazz studies programs.  
A Focused Look on Crossover Repertoire 
I chose several crossover saxophone works that are in the classical repertoire for 
saxophone and provided a focused look at these compositions.  The purpose for focusing 
on these crossover pieces is to highlight aspects of the music that may or may not be 
taught to a saxophonist in the performance degree program.  By examining the techniques 
that these works employ and the kind of training needed in order to perform such 
repertoire, I believe that modern saxophonists must have knowledge of classical and jazz 
performance if this music is to be considered standard repertoire.  
The works that I focused on are: 
Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano (1972) by Phil Woods 
Blue Caprice (1981) by Victor Morosco  
Rock Me! (2009) by Barry Cockcroft  
- 10	-
Degree Catalog Analysis 
In this section, I did a comparative analysis of degree programs at several 
university schools of music in the United States.  This analysis was focused on 
comparing and contrasting the requirements of two specific degrees in each university.  
The degrees are Bachelor of Music in Performance and Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of 
Fine Arts in Jazz Studies.  The reason I focused on these two degree programs is because 
these courses of study are examples of the separation of classical and jazz pedagogy.  By 
comparing these degree programs, I call attention to areas where students can be deficient 
in crossover education based on the degree requirements.  I elected to use degree 
catalogs, or course catalogs, from several universities to find the courses of study for each 
degree. 
The universities I selected are: 
Ithaca College 
University of Rochester – Eastman School of Music 
University of Kentucky 
Indiana University Bloomington 
Rutgers University 
University of Michigan – Ann Arbor 
Northwestern University 
University of North Texas.   
- 11	-
After carefully reviewing the results of the degree catalog analysis, I used the 
results to craft a new course of study in crossover saxophone performance.  This is 
presented as a listing of required courses accompanied by a degree map.  I explained my 
results and the reasons for including such courses based on the results of the degree 
catalog analysis and key inspirations from universities that were analyzed. 
Copyright © Ian Michael Cruz 2017 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A FOCUSED LOOK ON CROSSOVER REPERTOIRE 
During the course of the saxophone’s history, many composers have pushed the 
instrument in many different ways either in virtuosic levels of difficulty, tonal or atonal 
harmonic structure or advanced endurance and range extremes.  One of the largest 
subgenres in the concert saxophone repertoire is crossover music.  Crossover composition 
has been developing for a number of years and has gained major attention by music 
schools and students around the world in the post-modern music era.  I have chosen to 
focus on three crossover works that highlight different crossover skills needed to execute 
a proper performance.  These elements are being brought to attention as examples of 
techniques not taught to current saxophone performance majors at a majority of 
universities in the United States of America. 
Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano (1972) by Phil Woods 
In researching this composition, I consulted David Andrew Brennen’s 2004 
dissertation A Performer’s Analysis of Phil Woods’ Sonata for Alto Saxophone and 
Piano.17  This work was originally composed in 1962 with the title Four Moods.18  It 
wasn’t until 1972 that saxophonist Victor Morosco encouraged Woods to rework his 
composition to include improvisation in both the saxophone and piano parts.19  He 
renamed the work Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano and reworked his composition 
17 David Andrew Brennen, “A Performer’s Analysis of Phil Woods’ Sonata for Alto 
Saxophone and Piano,” (DMA diss., University of California, 2004). 
18 Brennen, “A Performer’s Analysis.” 
19 Ibid. 
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again twenty years later.20  The major aspect of this work that makes it difficult for 
traditional performance majors to execute is the inclusion of improvisation.  Unless a 
student is transcribing solos or has taken some sort of instruction or individual study on 
improvisation, this work cannot be a performance option for saxophone performance 
majors who lack the ability to improvise solos over chord changes.  This is not the first 
piece to include improvisation as Phil Woods’ composition has inspired jazz-influenced 
classical works for saxophone by famous jazz musicians like Oliver Nelson, Yusef Lateef 
and Bob Mintzer.21 
Blue Caprice (1981) by Victor Morosco 
The composition Blue Caprice was originally titled “Caprice en forme de Blues” 
and Victor Morosco considers the work as a twentieth century version of the passacaglia 
or chaconne classical form.22  However, each variation in the classical form is based on 
the chord structure of the Blues, a popular Jazz form.23  This work is an unaccompanied 
alto saxophone piece that has been extremely popular and has become a staple in the 
saxophone repertoire.  Many classical saxophonists perform the work due to its 
accessibility for classical saxophonists to learn jazz styles.  However, Morosco makes it 
clear in his notes that performers must be familiar with the Blues and research to 
understand what “blue notes” are.24  Morosco specifically breaks down the style of each 
20 Brennen, “A Performer’s Analysis.”	
21 Ibid. 
22 Victor Morosco, Blue Caprice (Ocala, Florida: Morsax Music, 1997), ii. 
23 Morosco, Blue Caprice, ii. 
24 Ibid., ii. 
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variation, which ranges from Baroque, to Shuffle/Hard Swing, to Contemporary Modern 
and Kansas City Blues.25 
The reason for mentioning this work in the context of crossover technique is due 
to the lack of accuracy in execution of style in many recorded performances by classical 
saxophonists.  Morosco makes it clear in his directions that you must understand the 
styles in which the music is conveying.  The biggest issue that I have found in listening to 
recordings of the composition is the lack of proper timber/tone and stylistic articulation 
that is needed to properly execute each variation.  For example, during the slow blues 
section in the Dr. Kenneth Tse recording from the album “Kenneth Tse Saxophone,” the 
articulations are much too short.  Jazz articulation is supposed to be smooth and 
connected unless otherwise indicated.26  Dr. Tse also takes liberties with time, often 
pushing and pulling specific notes and phrases during this section.  This violates the 
directives that Morosco explains on the first page of the published work.  Morosco noted 
that the most common problem in performances of his composition is that performers 
play out of time when it is extremely important to keep a steady tempo to establishing a 
proper swing style.27 
In addition to the rhythmic accuracy issue, Dr. Tse uses a classical vibrato and 
tone throughout the work with very minimal change between variations.  This is a 
significant point of disagreement for saxophonists because this is considered to be a 
“classical” work.  However, Morosco’s explanation of the importance of attention to style 
and rhythmic accuracy indicates a different approach.  Even if the saxophonist is 
performing on a classical mouthpiece, it is implied that adjustments should be made to 
25 Morosco, Blue Caprice, ii.	
26 Victor Morosco, Blue Caprice, Kenneth Tse, Crystal Records CD656, 1998, CD. 
27 Morosco, Blue Caprice, ii.	
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change timbre or tone to match the sound of performers who are representative of that 
particular style.  Thus, areas that need to be addressed in the saxophone pedagogy should 
be style, timber, and genre-specific rhythmic study in order to accurately perform this 
kind of music. 
Rock Me! (2009) by Barry Cockcroft 
This is a very recent composition in the crossover genre of saxophone repertoire, 
but it has gained significant popularity based on the large number of performances by 
college students in recitals and online.  Barry Cockcroft’s work is extremely difficult, 
employing the use of many extended techniques in the classical saxophone world such as 
slap tongue, multiphonics, over-blowing harmonics, distortion and double tonguing.  
However, this work employs these techniques in a different way than classical performers 
are familiar with.  The style of the work is Rock’ n’ Roll as the title suggests, but various 
sections of the work feature different styles of the genre. 
The main aspect that is important to accurately perform this work is the soloist’s 
ability to convey different aspects of rock and roll.  For example, the distortion section of 
this composition is very reminiscent of a Jimmy Hendricks guitar sound.  If this is not 
approached harshly and does not sound like a guitar it destroys the whole meaning and 
experience the music is trying to convey.  This same thing can be said for the thud and 
slap tongue rhythmic pattern section.  This is supposed to be in the style of a drum set 
and the slap tongue sound must not be refined like a traditional classical slap tongue.  The 
section should sound like a kick drum and snare hit giving the impression of a drum 
- 16	-
groove.  This would be difficult for a performance major to do having never played in a 
rock or jazz band and without listening to the different styles of Rock n Roll. 
Copyright © Ian Michael Cruz 2017 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
DEGREE CATALOG ANALYSIS 
I chose to analyze the course catalogs for the degrees of Bachelor of Music in 
Performance or Applied Music and Bachelor of Music/Bachelor of Fine Arts in Jazz 
Studies for Ithaca College, Eastman School of Music at the University of Rochester, The 
University of Kentucky, Indiana University Bloomington, Rutgers University, the 
University of Michigan – Ann Arbor, Northwestern University, and the University of 
North Texas.  I chose these universities based on several factors such as the significance 
of the saxophone professor, historically well-known programs, my personal studies at 
Ithaca College and the University of Kentucky and the majority of the schools’ 
availability of a performance and jazz studies degree. 
At first glance, I noticed many similarities between the descriptions for 
performance and jazz studies undergraduate degrees listed in the degree catalogs that I 
selected to analyze.  Comparing Bachelor of Music in Performance degrees with each 
other did not produce many major differences from school to school.  The same can be 
said for analyzing jazz studies degrees with the only major differences from university to 
university being the names and structure of courses.  It appears that most major 
universities follow a common degree structure that has been in place for decades.  Hence, 
I decided to change my approach to compare and contrast performance and jazz studies 
degrees against each other within universities to understand the major differences 
between these degrees.  My goal was to gain a better understanding of what current 
schools of music are teaching and how I could structure a crossover degree program that 
addresses the lack of jazz training needed for modern saxophone performance majors. 
I broke down the degree catalog analysis per university into four key sections 
labeled Liberal Arts Requirement, Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements, 
Performance Specific Requirements, and Jazz Studies Specific Requirements.  The 
Liberal Arts Requirement only states the number of credits students at the university must 
complete along with their degree course work in order to graduate.  The other three 
sections are organized into four subsections, which are Applied Study/Ensemble, Music 
History, Music Theory, and Other Requirements.  The results of the analysis are located 
in Appendix A. Degree Catalog Analysis.  
Liberal Arts Requirements 
All of the colleges I reviewed for my analysis had some form of a Liberal Arts 
requirement though they varied in number of classes and credit requirement.  The range 
of credit hours required by a university ranged from twenty-four to forty-two credits.  
Some degrees ranged from six required subject areas to as many as eleven.  Though there 
were many differences between universities and their requirements, there were several 
similarities worth noting.  In the area of total credit hours, Ithaca College, the University 
of Kentucky, and the University of Michigan all have a liberal arts requirement of thirty 
credit hours.  Among all of the universities analyzed, most universities required students 
to take liberal arts courses in writing, English/literature, mathematics, natural/physical 
sciences, language arts and a number of electives. 
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Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
This section revealed many similarities among the universities.  In the subsection 
of Music History, it was quite clear that most of the universities followed a similar 
structure.  Half of the performance and jazz studies programs that I analyzed required 
students to take the same three and/or four music history classes with total credits ranging 
from nine to twelve hours.  The exceptions to this rule are Indiana University, Rutgers 
University, University of Michigan and University of North Texas.  These universities do 
not have a basic music history requirement for both performance and jazz studies 
students.  While they do have required music history course work, these programs have 
degree specific courses that are explained in more detail in the degree specific 
requirement section.  Overall, there is a consensus among universities in the subsection of 
music theory.  All of the schools had a requirement of at least four semesters of aural 
skills and most universities had a requirement of at least three to five courses for all 
music majors including a beginner level or fundamentals course in music theory. 
There were major differences in the subsection of Applied Study/Ensemble.  Only 
three of the universities require both performance and jazz studies students to take the 
same amount of credits for applied instrument study.  As will be seen in the degree 
specific requirements, applied study seems to be more important for one degree program 
over the other based on the universities’ course structures.  Though this is a significant 
difference between the two degrees among schools of music, seven out of the eight 
colleges analyzed did agree that both degrees should take eight semesters of a major 
ensemble and five out of eight agree on the requirement of students performing one 
degree recital as partial fulfillment of their degree.   
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Performance Specific and Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
These two sections are the most important indicators of the major differences 
between jazz studies and performance degree programs, showing what a performance 
degree is lacking in jazz training.  My concerns on the part of performance education 
began to appear when I noticed the amount of additional classes that jazz studies majors 
tend to take in comparison to performance students.  In some cases, jazz studies students 
take an additional eight to twelve courses outside of the common required courses they 
have with performance majors.  On the other hand, performance majors have less 
additional course requirements and often a large total of credits required for their applied 
lessons. 
This discrepancy is due to a major difference between both degrees per university.  
This difference is in the applied saxophone study requirements for graduation.  Ithaca 
College requires performance undergraduates to take applied saxophone study for four 
credit hours per semester with a total of thirty-two credit hours in four years.  Jazz studies 
majors are only required to take two credits of applied saxophone study per semester, 
which totals to sixteen credits in four years.  This means that jazz studies majors only 
receive a half-hour a week applied saxophone lesson in order to make room in their 
schedule for the additional jazz classes that are required for graduation.  This is also the 
structure for applied saxophone study at Indiana University in Bloomington, except 
performance students take a total of forty-eight credit hours in four years while jazz 
studies majors take only twenty-four credit hours in four years. 
At the Eastman School of Music, both applied saxophone and jazz studies and 
contemporary media students are required to take thirty-two credits of applied saxophone 
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study during the course of their degree.  However, they are different course numbers that 
correspond to the professor they take lessons with.  This means that applied saxophone 
majors study classical techniques with Professor Chien-Kwan Lin while jazz studies 
majors study jazz techniques with Professor Charles Pillow, creating a divide between the 
genres once again.  Another form of separation in applied saxophone study is employed 
at Northwestern University.  Jazz studies majors are required to only take one year of 
applied saxophone and then three years of applied jazz saxophone.  There is no 
requirement for performance students to take applied jazz saxophone and so they have 
limited access to jazz training during the course of their 4 years.  In fact, among all of the 
programs analyzed, only the University of Kentucky offers saxophone performance 
majors the opportunity to take a “jazz semester” during their applied lessons with a 
semester jazz jury. 
This sheds light on a significant flaw in all of the college degree programs when 
taking into account the growing importance and popularity of crossover music.  The flaw 
is that saxophone performance majors either study jazz as a small portion of their largely 
classical applied lessons or they do not study the genre at all.  Thus, it is important to 
include jazz centered course work along with added jazz study in applied lessons in order 
to develop both classical and jazz technique for a proper crossover development.  Simply 
applying some jazz technical study in applied lessons does not help to address this issue.  
It is in additional ensemble performance, genre specific theory and history courses, and 
additional requirements that programs will be able to address their lack of crossover 
development. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
BUILDING A CROSSOVER CURRICULUM 
So how do we solve such a big education gap that has existed since the first 
saxophone programs of the 1940s and 1950s?  I decided to provide a new degree program 
that addresses all of the requirements of both performance and jazz studies majors in 
order to bridge this education gap and provide training for saxophonists who are capable 
of performing in any setting.  For the purposes of creating a new course of study I have 
chosen to use existing classes at different universities as a way to implement this degree 
track at any collegiate school of music.  Since the resulting credit total for the new degree 
track is higher than 120 credit hours, this course of study can be considered a double 
major in saxophone performance and jazz studies.  I have decided to name the new 
course of study the Bachelor of Music in Performance (Saxophone Crossover Track), 
which can be reviewed in Appendix B. Proposed Degree Track.  
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Based on the results of the course catalog analysis in Appendix A, I decided to 
require thirty credit hours as the school liberal arts requirement.  This is broken down into 
six class categories: writing, literature, mathematics, natural sciences, language arts and 
electives.  This is a hypothetical number and course requirement that is only based on the 
research from the course catalog analysis.  Of course, when implementing this program at 
a university, this section will fluctuate based on what the liberal arts requirement is for 
different schools of music as determined by the university guidelines. 
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Applied Study / Ensemble Requirements 
This section of study has been modified to support crossover development by 
giving students the opportunity to develop classical and jazz technique through many 
hours of performance in multiple ensembles and integrated applied saxophone study.  
Students in this degree program are required to take eight semesters of both wind 
ensemble and jazz ensemble.  By doubling the major ensemble requirement, students will 
develop jazz and classical performance skills and experience.  In addition to the increased 
major ensemble requirement, saxophone majors would also have to double the chamber 
ensemble requirement.  Since many schools of music require at least four semesters of 
chamber ensemble, I have decided that students should be required to take four semesters 
of a classical chamber ensemble and four semesters of a jazz chamber ensemble. 
This means that majors will take two years of saxophone quartet and two years of 
jazz combo.  However, I believe that students should take these ensembles yearly rather 
than switch per semester.  Hence, students are required to register for saxophone quartet 
and jazz combo in consecutive semesters.  Based on my experience as a student, when 
chamber ensembles are re-seated every semester, there is a period of establishing each 
musician’s role in the ensemble and their group’s communication skills.  By keeping 
these ensembles the same for an entire year, students will continue to improve ensemble 
performance skills through their winter break.  This creates the potential for chamber 
groups to perform more challenging repertoire by the end of the spring semester having 
developed a strong relationship with the same group of students. 
Students still have the option to alternate chamber ensembles by year.  For 
example, students can choose to register for jazz combo their full freshman year and 
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switch to saxophone quartet for their sophomore year.  Students also have the option of 
registering for additional chamber ensemble credits if they want to continue in one 
ensemble, knowing they must fulfill their other chamber ensemble requirements. 
There are several changes that I have made in applied lesson study for the 
crossover track performance student.  First, all students in this degree program are 
required to be in applied saxophone lessons for twenty-four total credits over the course 
of their four years of study.  In the College Music Societies manifesto, the TFUMM 
suggested that future applied instrumental lessons should include a broader spectrum of 
study besides conventional technical and repertory study.28  The TFUMM recommends 
that applied lessons should also include training in improvisation, various approaches to 
aural musicianship, composition, world music performance techniques, and theory.29  In 
adopting the College Music Societies manifesto, applied saxophone lessons in a 
crossover track performance degree will incorporate classical and jazz genres to all 
aspects of study.  For example, students will study classical repertoire as well as prepare 
jazz standards. 
In addition to solo repertoire, technical development will be based on etude and 
scale study.  Scale study will include all major and minor scales, arpeggios and patterns 
as well as jazz scales such as the modes, octatonic, whole-tone, jazz minor and so on.  All 
scales will be learned using multiple articulations including major jazz articulations 
played in both straight and swing styles.  Students will also be required to study etudes 
from classical composers such as Ferling, Klosé and L. Bassi, and they will study jazz 
etude methods from artists like Jim Snidero, Bob Mintzer and Lenny Niehaus.  Students 
28 Sarath, "Transforming Music Study.” 
29 Ibid.	
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will also be required to work on a jazz transcription each semester as well as learn the 
tune for improvisation study.  To fulfill world music performance training, students will 
be required to study repertoire from non-western traditional music such as musical styles 
from Latin-American, Middle Eastern, Asian, Eastern European and others.  To fulfill 
compositional techniques, crossover majors will be required to write their own cadenzas 
to their classical music as well as compose their own jazz heads based on popular jazz 
forms like twelve-bar blues, rhythm changes, AABA (“Tin Pan Alley”) and others. 
In addition to applied lessons, students of the crossover track program will be 
required to attend both the saxophone masterclass and jazz masterclass.  Students are 
required to show their progress in applied saxophone study by performing in both 
masterclasses periodically.  Students will receive comments from their peers and faculty 
who attend these masterclasses in order to help improve the student’s performance ability 
and gain new insight from fellow students.  If the two masterclasses meet at the same 
time, this will be assigned based on a student’s performance preparation.  In this scenario, 
crossover track majors will split their time by attending each masterclass every other 
week.  When performing for a masterclass they will schedule which half of the class they 
will perform in and will attend the other masterclass either before or after their 
performance.  Crossover saxophone majors in this program are required to take four 
courses in jazz improvisation.  This is an integral component that is lacking in traditional 
saxophone performance degree programs and is essential to crossover performance 
practice. 
Lastly, all performance crossover track students will be required to do two degree 
recitals in partial fulfillment of their degree.  These recitals will be performed in the 
Junior and Senior years of their degree track.  One recital must be classical and the other 
recital must be jazz music with a rhythm section.  In addition to classical repertoire, the 
classical recital must include a crossover work, composed cadenzas and a chamber 
selection.  The jazz recital will require students to perform with a rhythm section, include 
an original composition, jazz standards and at least one transcription.  Students have the 
option of choosing the order of recitals but must complete their jazz recital during a year 
they are taking jazz combo.  This will ensure that the student has an ensemble to perform 
at their jazz recital and they must include an original composition along with appropriate 
repertoire approved by the professor. 
Music Theory Requirements 
In order to ensure that crossover students are receiving the same music theory 
training as both performance and jazz studies students, I decided to create a course load 
that is rigorous but compromises in certain areas in order to establish a solid foundation 
in both jazz and classical studies.  There are three major components of theory that 
students will be required to take.  The first section is designated to written music theory 
study.  Many programs analyzed in Appendix A required between three and four classes 
in this section where as jazz studies majors had to take additional courses in jazz music 
theory.  This is combined to create a written music theory course load of five courses. 
The first course is Fundamentals of Music Theory & Calligraphy.  This combines 
several beginning courses so that students have a functional knowledge of basic theory 
principals.  The calligraphy component is for jazz composition study as it is important 
that students develop handwritten music notation skills for future composition and 
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arranging courses.  Though various music notation softwares like Finale and Sibelius are 
convenient for composition, it is necessary to know music calligraphy in situations where 
technology is not readily available and compositional edits are needed at the moment in 
time.  Crossover students will then take three levels of Music Theory that starts with 
scale/chord/roman numeral analysis and concludes with modern/post-tonal music theory.  
Their last written music theory course will be Basic Jazz Theory & Aural Skills.  This 
course builds upon the knowledge attained by previous written theory courses and applies 
it to chord progression study, jazz forms and analysis, advanced chordal harmonies and 
phrase structure. 
The second section of music theory study is Aural Skills.  Normally, it is required 
by all music majors to register in three or four aural skills courses with jazz studies 
majors taking additional courses that are jazz specific.  For this requirement, I have 
restructured the course load to five courses.  Crossover degree students start with three 
levels of aural skills where they will develop sight-reading and rhythm-reading skills as 
well as solfege and pitch recognition.  This advances to the Basic Jazz Theory & Aural 
Skills class.  This class also appears in the written music theory required courses because 
this class combines jazz written and aural theory for one semester.  Students in this class 
will learn to sing and recognize complex harmony and advanced syncopation.  The last 
course is Advanced Jazz Aural Skills, which improves the development of advanced jazz 
rhythmic skills and harmonies as well as complex chord progressions. 
The last section of music theory study is in composition with a course load of five 
classes that develop classical and jazz compositional skills.  The first course is Form & 
Analysis, which concentrates on learning the structures of music composition from the 
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earliest notated musical compositions to the romantic period.  Analysis skill development 
is continued in the Contemporary Music Analysis since 1900 course.  This class teaches 
students how to analyze music from the post-tonal, modern, post-modern, and 
contemporary periods.  The next course is Orchestration where students develop score 
reading and compositional skills through analytical and compositional assignments.  This 
section of theory study concludes with two sections of Jazz Composition & Arranging to 
fulfill crossover requirements. 
Music History Requirements 
Crossover saxophone students are required to take 6 courses in music history that 
span their knowledge of classical, jazz and world music history.  The first course is a 
basic overview of music from around the world and their historic backgrounds, which is 
named Introduction to Music Styles.  Various classical, jazz and world musical styles will 
be studied during this course.  The next three courses are Music History and Literature I, 
II, and III.  These courses will lead students in study of the history of Western music 
from the earliest pre-notated chants all the way to the twenty-first century.  Music History 
studies will conclude with two levels of Jazz History & Style Analysis which will detail 
the development of early American music, the beginnings of the Blues, development of 
early Jazz and its progression into the twenty-first century. 
Additional Course Requirements 
I have determined additional requirements based on the course catalog analysis 
results to fulfill Bachelor of Music degree requirement.  Students will be required to take 
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two levels of Piano Class during their freshman year, which will culminate in their piano 
proficiency test.  Students who do not pass their proficiency will have to enroll in 
additional piano classes until they pass the proficiency.  The next requirement is two 
semesters of Functional Jazz Piano based on general consensus of jazz studies programs.  
This is extremely important for understanding chordal harmony and these skills will 
assist students in their Jazz Composition & Arranging classes.  The next three courses 
were also inspired by the course catalog for Eastman School of Music’s Bachelor of 
Music in Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media degree. 
Students in the crossover program will be required to take flute and clarinet class 
during their first semester freshman year.  This is an important skill for jazz saxophonists 
as woodwind doubling is a requirement in most jazz ensembles.  The last class 
requirement is Basic Jazz Bass & Drum Set, which combines two courses inspired by 
Eastman School of Music.  This is also important for crossover track saxophonists, as 
they will gain a functional knowledge of the rhythm section by the time they start Jazz 
Composition & Arranging.  This will better their knowledge of how to compose for a jazz 
combo or jazz ensemble rhythm section. 
Finally, the degree program requires two pedagogy courses in order to graduate.  
The two courses are Saxophone Pedagogy and Jazz Pedagogy.  For the Saxophone 
Pedagogy course, students will learn about the history of the saxophone, major professors 
and schools of training, repair techniques, an overview of the repertoire and teaching 
techniques for applied lessons and small ensembles.  Students attending Jazz Pedagogy 
class will be organized as an ensemble for each class period.  Each student will be 
required to write an arrangement for the instrumentation of the class and direct a 
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rehearsal.  Special focus for Jazz Pedagogy class will be on techniques in teaching 
rhythm sections, syncopation, various articulations and beginning improvisation. 
This is a rigorous program but one that will cover the overall scope of the 
saxophone giving students the ability to perform in all styles of music possible with the 
saxophone.  Students who graduate from this program will receive two degrees as a result 
of the 140 total credit hours.  They will receive a Bachelor of Music in Performance 
degree and a Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies degree.  However, the ultimate goal is to 
make this course of study a singular degree, which would replace the separate degrees in 
performance and jazz studies as music continues to grow and become more diverse in the 
future.  For the current collegiate schools of music, this degree track should be offered 
along with the other individual performance and jazz studies degrees.  The reason for 
including these other degrees is based on the potentially small amount of students who 
are able to take on such a large course load.  This number of students will increase as 
more saxophonists complete the crossover degree track and begin to teach potential 
college saxophone majors in the future. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION 
The division between classical and jazz saxophone pedagogy is hindering the 
development of our current college students.  With many researchers, educators and 
organizations professing the need for collegiate music programs to become more diverse, 
it is clear that the saxophone performance curriculum needs to be re-evaluated and drastic 
changes are in store for universities in the coming future.  The growing popularity and 
amount of crossover saxophone literature shows us a very important lesson that 
saxophonists and educators cannot afford to ignore.  That lesson is that composers are 
writing music that demands a diverse training not available at our universities currently.   
After reviewing several examples of major crossover works there are many skills 
that saxophone performance majors will lack due to their degree.  A major skill needed to 
perform the Phil Woods Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano is jazz improvisation.  
However, as was revealed in the degree catalog analysis, students in a saxophone 
performance degree are not required to take courses in improvisation or perform in a jazz 
ensemble with the opportunity to improvise.  Saxophone performance majors would have 
to take it upon themselves to access these courses as electives, though there is no 
incentive for them to do so.  Blue Caprice by Victor Morosco emphasizes the importance 
of learning correct style and rhythmic accuracy.  Performance students need to learn 
proper jazz tone and timber in order to execute an accurate performance of such a work, 
but again the performance degree curriculum fails to prepare students without jazz 
history, jazz styles analysis or jazz aural skills training. 
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My hope is that the analysis I have provided will express the division between 
classical and jazz saxophone education.  I also hope that the outline I have made for a 
Bachelor of Music in Performance (Saxophone Crossover Track) degree program will 
spark a debate among saxophone educators resulting in implementation of crossover 
training at all collegiate schools of music.  There is an increasing amount of research and 
resources that saxophone professors can access now to help them build a crossover 
approach to saxophone.  We cannot ignore the incredible history of the saxophone as 
both a jazz and classical instrument.  It is time to embrace the changing structure of 
education and begin to teach crossover technique to future college saxophone 
performance majors, giving them the training needed for today’s musical diversity. 
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APPENDIX A. DEGREE CATALOG ANALYSIS 
College: Ithaca College, James J. Whalen School of Music – Ithaca, NY 
Professor(s): Dr. Steven Mauk (Classical), Professor Michael Titlebaum (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BM in Jazz Studies 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Liberal Arts Courses - 30 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Repertoire and Pedagogy – 8 semesters/ 4 credits 
Major Ensemble – 8 semesters/ 8 Credits 
Chamber Music – 4 semester/ 2 credits 
Music History 
Intro to Musical Styles – 2 credits 
History and Literature of Music - 3 semesters/ 9 credits 
Music Theory  
Fundamentals of Music Theory – 1 credit (may test out) 
Sight-Singing – 5 semesters/ 5 credits 
Music Theory – 3 semesters/ 6 credits 
Form and Analysis – 2 credits 
Analysis of Music since 1900 – 2 credits 
Other Requirements 
Keyboard Musicianship – 2 semester/ 2 credits 
Career Orientation – 1 semester/ 1 credit 
Intro to Music Tech –1 semester/ 1 credit 
Recital Attendance – 6 semesters/ 0 credit 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Saxophone Lesson – 8 semesters/ 32 credits 
2 Degree Recitals – 3 credits 
Music History 
Music Theory 
Other Requirements 
Music Electives – 10-11 credits 
Performance Degree Total = 120 credits 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Saxophone Lesson – 8 semesters/ 16 credits 
1 Degree Recital – 2 Credits 
Music History 
Survey of Jazz History – 3 Credits 
Jazz Style Analysis – 2 credits 
Music Theory 
Basic Music Calligraphy – 1 credit 
Orchestration – 2 credits 
Jazz Arranging – 3 semesters/ 6 credits 
Other Requirements 
Jazz Improvisation – 3 Semesters/ 6 credits 
Jazz Piano – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Music Electives – 5-6 credits 
Jazz Degree Total = 120 Credits 
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College: University of Rochester, Eastman School of Music – Rochester, NY 
Professor(s): Chien-Kwan Lin (Classical), Jamal Rossi (Classical), Charles Pillow (Jazz)  
Degree(s): BM in Applied Music (Performance), BM in Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Humanities/Sciences = 7 semester/3 credits each = 21 credits 
Freshman Writing – 3 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Music Lessons – 8 semesters/ 32 credits 
1 Degree Recital - 0 credits 
Music History 
Music History – 3 semesters/ 9 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 9 courses/ 20 credits 
Other Requirements 
Eastman Colloquium – 1 credit 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied music lessons specialize in classical music 
Ensemble – 8 Semesters/ 16 credits 
Chamber Music – 4 semester/ 4 credits  
Music History 
Music Theory 
Other Requirements 
Creative & Practical Electives – 4 semester/ 8 credits 
Theory or Music History Elective – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
Piano Class – 4 semesters/ 8 credits 
Performance Degree Total = 125 Credits 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Music Lessons Specifying in Jazz 
Ensemble – 8 Semesters/ 8 credits 
Jazz Forum – 8 semesters/ 0 credits 
Music History 
Jazz History - 3 credits 
Music Theory  
Basic Jazz Theory & Aural Skills – 1.5 credits 
Jazz Styles, Literature & Analysis – 3 semesters/ 6 credits 
Jazz Comp & Arranging – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Other Requirements 
Woodwind Doubling (Flute) – 1 credit 
Woodwind Doubling (Clarinet) – 1 credit 
Basic Jazz Bass – 1 credit 
Basic Jazz Drum Set –1 credit 
Piano Class – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Functional Jazz Piano – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Jazz Performance Workshop – 8 semesters/ 16 credits 
Jazz Pedagogy - 2 credits 
Jazz Degree Total = 135.5 Credits 
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College: University of Kentucky, Center for Fine Arts – Lexington, KY 
Professor(s): Miles Osland (Classical and Jazz), Lisa Osland (Classical and Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Music Performance 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
UK Core Hours - 30 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
No Jazz Studies Major 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Music Lessons – 8 semesters/ 24 credits 
Major Ensemble – 8 semesters/ 8 Credits 
Music History 
Music History - 4 semesters / 12 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 12 courses/ 25 credits 
Other Requirements 
Graduation Composition and Communication Requirement – 2 courses/ 2 credits 
Piano Class – 4 semesters/ 4 credits  
Conducting – 2 credits 
Electives – 13 credits 
1 Degree Recital - 0 credits 
Additional Courses for Saxophone Majors 
Jazz Ensemble – 8 semester/ 8 credits 
Saxophone Quartet – 8 semesters/ 8 Credits 
Mega-Sax – 8 semesters/ 8 credits 
General Performance Degree Total = 120 credits 
Saxophone Majors add an additional 24 Credits.  Subtracting the 13 elective credits makes it an additional 11 
credits. 
Performance Degree for Saxophonist Total = 131 Credits 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
No Jazz Studies Major 
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College: Indiana University - Bloomington, IN 
Professor(s): Otis Murphy (Classical), Tom Walsh (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BM in Jazz Studies 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Academic Preparation – 34 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Major Ensemble – 8 semesters / 16 credits 
Chamber Ensemble – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
Master Class – 0 credits 
1 Degree Recital – 0 credits 
Music History 
Music History and Literature of Music – 2 semesters/ 8 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Fundamentals – 1 semester/ 0 credits 
Music Skills – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
Music Theory and Literature – 5 semesters/ 15 credits 
Other Requirements 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Performance Study – 8 semesters/ 48 credits 
Music History 
Music Theory 
Advanced Music Literature and Music Theory - 3 credits 
Other Requirements 
Music Electives (minimum 2 credits in pedagogy) – 6 credits 
Piano Class – 4 Semesters/ 8 credits 
Performance Degree Total = 136 credits 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Performance Study – 8 semesters/ 24 credits 
Music History 
Contemporary Jazz and Soul Music - 3 credits 
Music Theory  
Fundamentals of Jazz Theory - 1 credit 
Jazz Arranging – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Styles and Analysis of Jazz – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Other Requirements 
Piano Class – 2 Semesters/ 4 credits 
Jazz Piano Class – 2 Semesters/ 4 credits 
Pedagogy of Jazz - 2 credits 
Jazz Improvisation – 4 semesters/ 11 credits 
Jazz Degree Total = 136 credits 
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College: Rutgers University – New Brunswick, NJ 
Professor(s): Paul Cohen (Classical), Ralph Bowen (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BM in Jazz Studies 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Liberal Arts Courses – 36 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements Common 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Major Ensemble – 8 semesters / 8 Credits 
Chamber Ensemble – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
1 Degree Recital – 0 credits 
Music History 
Ethnomusicology - 3 credits 
Music Theory 
Aural Skills – 4 semesters/ 8 credits 
Other Requirements 
Introduction to Music Technology - 1 credit 
Conducting – 2 credits 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Lessons – 8 semesters/ 24 credits 
Music History 
Music History– 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Special Studies in Music History – 3 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 4 semesters/ 12 credits 
Advanced Aural Skills - 2 credits 
Other Requirements 
20th Century Performance Seminar – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Pedagogy – 2 credits 
Music Electives – 7 credits 
Free Electives - 3 credits 
Performance Degree Total = 120 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Lessons – 8 semesters/ 16 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Jazz Theory – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Jazz Composition and Arranging – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Music History 
Introduction to Music History – 3 credits 
Evolution of Jazz – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Other Requirements 
Jazz Improvisation – 4 semesters/ 12 credits 
Jazz Degree Total = 120 credits 
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College: University of Michigan – Ann Arbor, MI 
Professor(s): Timothy McAllister (Classical), Andrew Bishop (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BFA in Jazz and Contemplative Studies 
 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
 Non-SMTD – 30 credits 
 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Performance Lessons – 8 semesters/ 24 credits 
Major Ensemble – 8 semesters / 16 Credits 
1 Degree Recital – 0 credits 
Music History 
Music Theory 
Aural Theory – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
 Written Theory – 4 semesters/ 8 credits 
Other Requirements 
 Piano – 2 semester/ 4 credits 
 
Performance Specific Requirements  
Applied Study/Ensemble 
 Chamber Ensemble – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
Music History 
Intro – 2 credits 
 Post WWI - 2 credits 
 Middle Ages to Baroque – 2 credits 
 Preclassic Era to WWI – 2 credits 
Music Theory 
400 level Theory – 3 credits 
Other Requirements 
Jazz/Musicology/Theory Elective – 3-4 credits 
  Music Elective – 10 credits 
 
Performance Degree Total = 120 credits 
 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements  
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Jazz Contemplative Practices Seminar – 4 semesters / 8 credits 
Music History 
Musicology – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
2 Additional Musicology Courses – 4 credits 
Music Theory 
Composition – 2 credits 
Other Requirements 
Jazz Improvisation – 4 semesters/ 12 credits 
  Creativity and Consciousness – 2 credits 
  Jazz Piano – 1 credit 
  Music Elective – 5 credits 
 
 Jazz Degree Total = 121 credits 
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College: Northwestern University – Evanston, IL 
Professor(s): Taimur Sullivan (Classical), Victor Goines (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BM in Jazz Studies 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
Nonmusic – 12 units 
Free Electives (Music and Nonmusic) – 0-3 units 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
100-level Applied Saxophone – 1 year/ 3 units
Ensemble – 1 year/ 1.5 units
Chamber Ensemble – 6 quarters / 3 units
Music History 
Music History – 3 courses / 3 units 
20th or 21st Century Music – 1 unit 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 2 years/ 3 units 
Aural Skills – 2 years/ 3 units 
Other Requirements 
Conducting – 1 unit 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
200-level Applied Saxophone – 3 units
300-level Applied Saxophone – 6 units
Large Ensemble – 9 quarters / 4.5 units
2 Degree Recitals – 0 credits
Music History 
Additional Music History – 2 courses / 2 units 
Music Theory 
Repertoire Studies - .5 units 
Other Requirements 
Keyboard Skills - 1 year/ 1.5 units 
Teaching Techniques - .5 units 
Performance Degree Total = 51.5 units 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Jazz Study – 9 units 
Large Ensemble – 6 quarters / 3 units 
1 Degree Recital – 0 credits 
Music History 
Jazz History – 2 units 
Music Theory 
Jazz Composition and Arranging – 2 units 
Other Requirements 
Business of Jazz - .5 units 
Jazz Improvisation – 6 quarters/ 3 units 
Jazz Keyboard – 1 unit 
Jazz Degree Total = 54 units 
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College: University of North Texas – Denton, TX 
Saxophone Professor(s): Eric Nestler (Classical), Brad Leali (Jazz) 
Degree(s): BM in Performance, BM in Jazz Studies 
Liberal Arts Requirements 
University Core Curriculum - 42 credits 
Performance and Jazz Studies Common Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Ensemble/ Music Laboratory – 8 semesters/ 8 credits 
1 Degree Recital (Capstone) – 3 credits 
Music History 
Music History and Literature – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Music Theory 
Music Theory – 4 semesters/ 8 credits 
Aural Skills – 4 semesters/ 6 semesters 
Music in Human Imagination – 3 credits 
Other Requirements 
Science and Technology of Musical Sound – 3 credits 
Fundamentals of Conducting – 2 credits 
Keyboard Skills – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Performance Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Saxophone – 24 credits 
Instrumental Pedagogy and Repertoire – 3 credits 
Chamber Music – 6 semesters/ 6 credits 
Music History 
Additional Music History – 3 credits 
Music Theory 
Form Analysis – 3 credits 
Additional Music Theory – 3 credits 
Other Requirements 
Electives – 5 credits 
Performance Degree Total = 130 credits 
Jazz Studies Specific Requirements 
Applied Study/Ensemble 
Applied Saxophone – 8 credits 
Applied Jazz Saxophone – 6 credits 
Chamber Music – 4 semesters/ 4 credits 
Music History 
Introduction to Jazz Recordings – 3 credits 
Jazz Lecture Series – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Music Theory 
Jazz Aural Fundamentals – 2 credits 
Jazz Arranging – 2 semesters/ 6 credits 
Other Requirements 
Jazz Performance Fundamentals – 2 semesters/ 2 credits 
Jazz Fundamentals – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Jazz Keyboard Fundamentals – 1 credit 
Jazz Improvisation – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Advanced Jazz Improvisation – 2 semesters/ 4 credits 
Electives – 8 credits 
Jazz Degree Total = 137 credits 
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APPENDIX B. PROPOSED DEGREE TRACK 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC IN PERFORMANCE (SAXOPHONE CROSSOVER TRACK) 
Liberal Arts 
Writing …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Literature ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Mathematics ……………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Natural Science …………………………………………………………………………………………... 
Language Arts ………………………………………………………………………………………….... 
Electives …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
General Music Requirements 
Music Theory 
Fundamentals of Music Theory & Calligraphy ……………………………………………… 
Music Theory I ………………………………………………………………………………. 
Music Theory II ……………………………………………………………………………… 
Music Theory III ……………………………………………………………………………... 
Form & Analysis …………………………………………………………………………….. 
Contemporary Music Analysis since 1900 …………………………………………………... 
Orchestration ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Aural Skills 
Aural Skills I …………………………………………………………………………………. 
Aural Skills II ………………………………………………………………………………... 
Aural Skills III ……………………………………………………………………………...... 
Music History 
Introduction to Musical Styles ……………………………………………………………...... 
Music History and Literature I ……………………………………………………………..... 
Music History and Literature II ……………………………………………………………… 
Music History and Literature III ……………………………………………………………... 
Music Technology…………………………………………………………………………………........... 
Piano Class 
Piano Class I …………………………………………………………………………………. 
Piano Class II ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Degree Requirements 
Applied Saxophone ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
Saxophone Masterclass ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Jazz Masterclass …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Saxophone Pedagogy …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Jazz Pedagogy …………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Ensembles 
Wind Ensemble ……………………………………………………………………………… 
Jazz Ensemble ……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Chamber Ensembles 
Saxophone Quartet …………………………………………………………………………... 
Jazz Combo ………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Secondary Instruments 
Flute Class …………………………………………………………………………………… 
Clarinet Class ………………………………………………………………………………… 
Functional Jazz Piano I ………………………………………………………………………. 
Functional Jazz Piano II ……………………………………………………………………... 
Basic Jazz Bass & Drum Set ………………………………………………………………… 
Jazz Theory & Aural Skills 
Basic Jazz Theory & Aural Skills ...………………………………………………………..... 
Advanced Jazz Aural Skills ………………………………………………………………….. 
Jazz Composition & Arranging I …………………………………………………………….. 
Jazz Composition & Arranging II …………………………………………………………… 
Jazz History 
Jazz History & Style Analysis I …...…………………………………………………………. 
Jazz History & Style Analysis II …………………………………………………………….. 
Jazz Improvisation 
Jazz Improvisation I …………………………………………………………………………. 
Jazz Improvisation II ………………………………………………………………………… 
Jazz Improvisation III ………………………………………………………………………... 
Jazz Improvisation IV ………………………………………………………………………... 
Recital Attendance (6 semesters) ………………………………………………………………………... 
Jazz Recital ……………………………………………………………………………………………..... 
Classical Recital …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
15 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
24 
0 
0 
2 
2 
8 
8 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
Total 140 
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FOUR YEAR DEGREE MAP 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Semester Spring Semester 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Fundamentals of Music Theory & Calligraphy 1 
Introduction to Musical Styles 2 
Aural Skills I 1 
Piano Class I 2 
Flute Class 1 
Clarinet Class 1 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Total 18 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Music Theory I 2 
Music History & Literature I 3 
Aural Skills II 1 
Piano Class II 2 
Music Technology 1 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Total 18 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Semester Spring Semester 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Music Theory II 2 
Music History & Literature II 3 
Aural Skills III 1 
Functional Jazz Piano I 1 
Jazz Improvisation I 2 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Total 18 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Music Theory III 2 
Music History & Literature III 3 
Basic Jazz Theory & Aural Skills 2 
Functional Jazz Piano II 1 
Jazz Improvisation II 2 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Total 19 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Semester Spring Semester 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Form & Analysis 2 
Jazz History & Style Analysis I 3 
Advanced Jazz Aural Skills 1 
Jazz Improvisation III 2 
Basic Jazz Bass & Drum Set 1 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Total 18 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Contemporary Music Analysis since 1900 2 
Orchestration 2 
Jazz History & Style Analysis II 3 
Jazz Improvisation IV 2 
Liberal Arts 3 
Recital Attendance 0 
Junior Recital (Classical or Jazz) 0 
Total 18 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Semester Spring Semester 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Jazz Composition & Arranging I 2 
Saxophone Pedagogy 2 
(2) Liberal Arts Electives 6 
Total 16 
Course Credits 
Applied Saxophone 3 
Saxophone / Jazz Masterclass 0 
Wind Ensemble 1 
Jazz Ensemble 1 
Chamber Ensemble 1 
Jazz Composition & Arranging II 2 
Jazz Pedagogy 2 
(2) Liberal Arts Electives 6 
Senior Recital (Classical or Jazz) 0 
Total 16 
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PART II – PROGRAM NOTES 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
PROGRAM NOTES 
A candidate for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University of Kentucky may 
present five recitals in partial fulfillment of program requirements.  Herein are the 
program notes for the following degree recitals: 
DMA Classical Saxophone Recital 
Saturday, April 18, 2015 
DMA Classical/Jazz Saxophone Recital 
November 15, 2015 
DMA Chamber Saxophone Recital 
April 2, 2016 
DMA Jazz Saxophone Recital 
November 19, 2016 
DMA Lecture Saxophone Recital 
April 15, 2017 
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DMA Classical Saxophone Recital 
Saturday, April 18, 2015 
Concertino da Camera (1935) by Jaques Ibert 
Jaques Ibert was a native Parisian, a highly successful graduate of the Paris 
Conservatory, a winner of the Prix de Rome, and a friend and confidant to the composers 
of the group Les Six30.  Today, Ibert is remembered for a relatively small number of his 
compositions. One of his most known works is most certainly the Concertino da 
Camera, which is recognized as an essential part of the classical saxophone repertoire. 
The composition was written in 1935 and dedicated to the German-American saxophonist 
Sigurd Rascher.31 
Concertino da Camera consists of two movements with the first being a fast 
movement at a tempo of Allegro con moto.  The movement has very fast articulation and 
rhythms, which ascend to an altissimo A at the end of the first page.  It is important to 
note that there are areas of optional altissimo for the saxophone to sound an octave above.  
These markings are do to the incredible altissimo Sigurd Rascher was able to achieve in 
performance.  The second movement is made up of a slow and a fast section, effectively 
giving the Concertino a traditional three-movement form.  The work concludes with a 
cadenza and a blistering fast final passage that shows the saxophone’s extreme versatility. 
30 Alexandra Laederich, “Ibert, Jacques,” Oxford Music Online, accessed April 2, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13675?q=ibe
rt&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit. 
31 Jacques Ibert, Concertino da Camera (Paris, France: Alphonse Leduc, 1935). 
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Picnic on the Marne (1984) by Ned Rorem 
Ned Rorem is a noted American composer and writer.32  Picnic on the Marne is 
from the middle period of Rorem’s long career.  It was commissioned by the Concert 
Artists Guild for the British saxophonist John Harle.33   I was first performed by Harle at 
Carnegie Recital Hall in New York in 1984.34  The piece is a recollection of a trip that 
Rorem made in 1956 to the southeastern suburbs of Paris.35  The seven movements all in 
the style of waltz and reflect the events of an afternoon with another person that he was 
traveling with at the time.36 
It starts with the hazardous ‘Drive from Paris’, which is Rorem’s interpretation of 
a fast and fierce car ride.37  The emotion slows down into a more heartfelt ‘A Bend in the 
River’.  ‘A Tense Discussion’ is the climax of the suite, which builds up to a fight, or 
confrontation between saxophone and a detached piano.38  The composition concludes 
with the movement ‘The Ride Back to Town’ which gives the impression that the two 
individuals have made amends, though the movement seems reflective in nature. 
 
 
 
																																																								
32 Anthony Tommasini, “Rorem, Ned,” Oxford Music Online, accessed April 2, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/48611?q=
ned+rorem&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit. 
33 Ned Rorem, Picnic on the Marne (New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1984). 
34 Rorem, Picnic on the Marne. 
35 Gerald Fisher, “Ned Rorem’s 90th birthday observed in style at Northwestern,” 
Chicago Classical Review RSS, October 12, 2013, accessed April 2, 2015, 
http://chicagoclassicalreview.com/2013/10/ned-rorems-90th-birthday-observed-in-style-at-
northwestern/. 
36 Fisher, “Ned Rorem’s 90th birthday.” 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid.	
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Élégie et Rondeau (1960) by Karel Husa 
Karel Husa was one of the most significant composers of his time and was 
awarded the Pulitzer Prize and the Grawemeyer Award for Musical Composition.39  
Élégie et Rondeau is considered by many saxophonists as one of the most powerful 
works in saxophone literature.  The piece was written for virtuoso saxophonist Sigurd 
Rascher who visited Ithaca College in New York in 1956.40  During this visit, Rascher 
was introduced to Karel Husa, professor of composition at both Ithaca College and 
Cornell University.41  At the time, Husa was writing an Élégie for solo piano for the and 
it occurred to him that it would also be a successful saxophone work.42  The first 
movement is intense in nature with the saxophone playing sustained notes interrupted by 
short fast flurries of notes to invoke frustration and sadness.  The Rondeau is a steady 
crescendo from pianissimo to fortissimo, which is achieved by a relentless push towards a 
conclusion that borders on apocalyptic.43 
Caprice en forme de valse (1950) by Paul Bonnaue 
Bonneau was a prolific French composer, arranger and conductor who studied 
composition at the Paris Conservatory.44  He eventually became the bandleader of the 
French Army Band, becoming a highly acclaimed conductor and composer/ arranger for 
39 Lee Patrick, liner notes to An American Concerto Tribute to Sigurd Rascher, Lawrence 
Gwozdz, Albany Records, Troy331, CD, 1999. 
40 Patrick, liner notes to An American Concerto Tribute to Sigurd Rascher. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Keith R. Young, liner notes to Saxophone Voices from Five Countries, Keith R. Young, 
Crystal Records, CD659, CD, 2007. 
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music for radio broadcasts and operettas.45  Bonneau composed several saxophone works 
such as his Concerto for alto saxophone and orchestra and Caprice en forme de valse.46 
Caprice en forme de valse has become one of the most performed recital works in the 
saxophone repertoire. 
This work was composed for the Paris Conservatory’s saxophone professor and 
famed performer Marcel Mule in 1950.47  This virtuosic work remains a staple in the 
saxophone literature and has been performed and recorded numerous times.  Bonneau’s 
writing is very virtuosic, pushing the saxophone to play a waltz by them self complete 
with melody, bass and harmony.  This advanced work is suitable for saxophone majors in 
their junior or senior year of their collegiate studies and requires strong dexterity and 
musicality. 
Concerto pour Saxophone alto et Orchestre acordes (1959) by Pierre Max Dubois 
Pierre Max Dubois studied piano with Jean Doyen and composition with Darius 
Milhaud at the Paris Conservatory from 1949 to 1953.48  He was a major contributor to 
the saxophone repertoire by writing over fifty works for the instrument, along with two 
concertos with the first, Concerto for alto saxophone, being written in 1959 for 
saxophonist Jean-Marie Londeix.49  Londiex was unhappy with the first movement’s 
45 Young, liner notes to Saxophone Voices from Five Countries. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Paul Bonneau, Caprice en forme de valse (Paris, France: Alphonse Leduc, 1950). 
48 Andrea Musk, “Dubois, Pierre Max,” Oxford Music Online, accessed April 2, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/08231?q=pie
rre+max+dubois&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit. 
49 Pierre Max Dubois, Concerto pour Saxophone alto et Orchestre acordes (Paris, France: 
Alphonse Leduc, 1959). 
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opening cadenza section.50  Dubois suggested that Londeix compose his own cadenza, 
which he then gave to Dubois to look at.51  Dubois liked and approved of the rewritten 
cadenza and submitted it to be published making Londeix's version of the cadenza the 
only printed version of the work.52  The second movement is in the form of an old 
Spanish dance known as a sarabande.53  The concert concludes with a fast and relentless 
finale. 
50 Bret Pimentel, “Faculty woodwinds recital, Feb. 15, 2010,” Bret Pimentel, accessed 
April 2, 2015, https://bretpimentel.com/faculty-woodwinds-recital-feb-15-2010/. 
51 Pimentel, “Faculty woodwinds recital.” 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
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DMA Classical/Jazz Saxophone Recital 
November 15, 2015 
Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano (1970) by Robert Muczynski’s 
Robert Muczynski’s Sonata for Alto Saxophone and Piano is a standard work in 
the saxophone repertoire and has become one of the most performed pieces because of its 
accessibility and affordability.  Muczynski graduated at DePaul University in Chicago 
where he studied with professors Walter Knupfer and Alexander Tcherepnin.54  Dr. 
Steven Mauk wrote that the work was written for Trent Kynaston in 1970 and though the 
work is only eight minutes, it “is filled with all of the excitement, passion, and drama of 
many works twice its length.”55  The first movement is slow, dark and foreboding which 
requires the saxophonist to perform with emotional flexibility.  The second movement is 
fast, lively and intense and features the use of altissimo in fast passages.  This technique 
is very difficult as pieces written for the saxophone before Muczynski’s sonata used 
altissimo as the conclusion to a phrase or in slower rhythmic passages.  Kenneth Tse 
states in is recording of the work that Muczynski utilizes neo-classical textures with 
contemporary colors.56 
Concerto for Soprano Sax and Wind Ensemble (2007) by John Mackey 
John Mackey has become one of the most prominent symphonic wind composers 
of the present.  His writing challenges its performers to play in ways that were previously 
54 Scott Stewart, liner notes to Kenneth Tse, Saxophone, Kenneth Tse, Crystal Records, 
CD656, CD, 1998. 
55 Steven Mauk, “Master Lesson on Muczynski’s Sonata,” Ithaca College, accessed 
November 5, 2015, http://faculty.ithaca.edu/mauk/docs/muczynski.pdf. 
56 Stewart, liner notes to Kenneth Tse, Saxophone. 
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considered as too hard or unconventional for their instrument.  Thus is the case for his 
Concerto for Soprano Sax and Wind Ensemble.  Mackey was inspired to compose the 
work because of his fascination with the saxophone.  His reason for the titles of the three 
middle movements, Felt-Metal-Wood, is because the saxophone is the only instrument in 
a band that falls into all three categories.57 
In the Prelude, the piece begins with fast passed chromatic lines and frantic 
rhythms.  All though it is short, this movement foreshadows things to come in other 
movements.58  We are immediately plunged into the intensity of Felt which features 
closed and open mouth slap- tonguing, pitch bends and covered techniques all while 
being played at a blistering tempo.  Things calm down in the 3rd movement, Metal, where 
the soprano plays a slow simple melody that becomes more intense, louder and higher 
each time it is played.  The movement concludes by tapering off into nothingness. 
Wood is the fourth movement in the concerto and was the first piece of writing for 
the work before it was commissioned.  The original title of this movement before it 
became part of the concerto was “Redline Tango,” which explains the Piazzolla style to 
the movement.59  The Finale is truly one of the hardest pieces of writing for the soprano 
saxophone.  It is extremely fast and intense and uses altissimo and double tongue 
techniques.  It also features a cadenza, which ties the themes of the Finale and a few from 
the Prelude together.  Mackey about this movement says “here my answer to the question 
‘what does a sax do?’ was simply, well, the sax can play some monster-difficult stuff.”60 
 
																																																								
57 John Mackey, “Concerto for Soprano Sax & Wind Ensemble,” Osti Music, accessed 
November 5, 2015, http://www.ostimusic.com/SaxConcerto.php. 
58 Mackey, “Concerto for Soprano Sax.” 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid.	
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Work Song (1960) by Nat Adderley 
Nathaniel “Nat” Adderley was famously part of the Adderley Quintet with his 
brother, saxophonist Julian “Cannonball” Adderley.  Together, they became one of the 
most popular jazz combos in the world during the late 1950s to the early 70s.  Work Song 
is a bluesy sixteen bar tune written by Nat Adderley in 1960.  However, Work Song was 
not originally a feature for Cannonball, but rather, was the title track for Nat Adderley’s 
solo album.61 
Nat Adderley was a very productive artist at Riverside Records releasing albums 
with his bother Cannonball at the same time as releasing his own feature projects.62  The 
album featured Nat on cornet, Wes Montgomery on guitar, Bobby Timmons on piano, 
Sam Jones on cello, Percy Heath on bass and Louis Hayes on drum set.  Later on 
Cannonball would play the tune with his brother, hence the common misconception that 
it is his feature song.  The piece became even more popular with added lyrics by Oscar 
Brown, Jr. in 1961. 
My One and Only Love (1952) by Guy Wood and Robert Mellin 
My One and Only Love is a popular jazz standard written by Guy Wood and 
lyrics by Robert Mellin.  The ballad was published in 1952 and is a conventional 32-bar 
AABA form. Numerous artists have recorded this song with one of the most popular 
recordings being by Frank Sinatra in 1953 by Capital Records.  The version I am playing 
is based on Michael Brecker’s iteration of the tune off of his first solo album titled 
Michael Brecker.  This album featured Michael Brecker on tenor saxophone and EWI, 
61 Orrin Keepnews, liner notes to Work Song, Nat Adderley, Riverside Records, OJCCD-
363-2, CD, 1989.
62 Keepnews, liner notes to Work Song. 
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Pat Metheny on guitar, Kenny Kirkland on keyboards, Charlie Haden on bass and Jack 
DeJohnette on drums.  Like the Michael Brecker recording, our performance features an 
unaccompanied cadenza over the melody of the tune by the tenor saxophone with fast 
passages, altissimo and tonal effects.  Once the saxophone has played through the entire 
form in this manor the rest of the combo comes in with a slow double-time fell giving the 
illusion that the song is being played much faster than it is. 
Madame Toulouse (1998) by Michael Brecker 
Michael Brecker’s style has been widely regarded as one of the strongest 
influences on young jazz tenor saxophonists since John Coltrane.63  After establishing 
himself with several major jazz/fusion groups like the Brecker Brothers and Steps Ahead 
in the mid to late 70’s, he made his first solo record in 1987.64  The 15-time Grammy 
Award winner released the solo album Two Blocks from the Edge in 1998.  The album 
was released by Impulse Records and featured some of his most popular compositions in 
Brecker’s solo career.  Three of those compositions are Delta City Blues, El Niño and 
Madame Toulouse.  Madame Toulouse features a New Orleans style shuffle that shifts 
between swing and straight rhythms.  I transcribed the melody and chord changes and 
found it difficult to bracket and arrange his work due to how intricate the writing is.  The 
tune shifts into a double-time bop feel for the solo section.  Though Brecker’s writing is 
very intricate, his performance gives the impression that the composition is easy with a 
smooth sound to the listener’s ear. 
63 Brenda Pennell, “Brecker, Michael,” Grove Music Online, accessed November 5, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/49071?q=mi
chael+brecker&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit 
64 Steve Schneider, liner notes to Michael Brecker, Michael Brecker, MCA Records, 
MCAD-5980, CD, 1987. 
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DMA Chamber Saxophone Recital 
April 2, 2016 
Duo Concertante (2015) by Daniel Schnyder 
Daniel Schnyder is a Swiss American composer from Zurich, Switzerland and 
currently lives in New York City.65  As an arranger/composer he produced albums for 
jazz artists Abdullah Ibrahim ("African Suite"), Lee Konitz ("Tribute to Billie Holiday") 
and Paquito D'Rivera ("Habañera,” Enja Records).66  He has also worked with such 
musicians as Burhan Öcal, Simon Shaheen, Bassam Saba, Peter Herbert, Jing Jang, 
Marcel Kalife and Jamey Haddad.67  These projects merged Arab music and Chinese 
music elements with jazz and classical music.68 
“Art of the Duo" was an album released in 2015 featuring legendary bass 
trombone virtuoso David Taylor and Schnyder on saxophone.69  Duo Concertante is one 
of the tracks on this album and showcases both instruments equally.  The writing is 
extremely difficult for the bass trombone as sections of the work challenge the 
instruments range as well as fast technique.  The tenor saxophonist must also deal with 
range and fast technique while balancing classical and jazz styles.  The beginning section 
has a sudo-Latin feel with the instruments performing syncopated patterns predominantly 
on up beats.  This section is followed by a slow swing ballad which barrows from Kansas 
City style blues.  The piece concludes with a rigorously fast jazz fugue featuring both 
65 Daniel Schnyder, “Biography,” Daniel Schnyder. composer. saxophonist., accessed 
March 21, 2016, http://www.danielschnyder.com/biography.php. 
66 Schnyder, “Biography.” 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid.	
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instruments performing sixteenth note passages requiring accurate and rapid articulation.  
Though the work is in three movements, there are interludes in between movements, 
which makes this composition through-composed.  
Nemesis (1998) by Andy Scott 
Andy Scott is a British tenor saxophonist and award-winning composer.  Among 
his many honors, Scott won the British Composer Award in 2006 for Dark Rain, a double 
saxophone concerto.70  Andy Scott is known for employing a collaborative approach to 
the development of new works in an effort to create highly tailored works for 
performers.71  He is currently composer in residence for Foden's Band, a brass band from 
Cheshire.72  His musical style is rooted heavily in big band jazz, Latin and funk music 
making his compositions very diverse and examples of third stream, or crossover, 
composition.73 
An example of Andy Scott’s unique style of writing is the composition Nemesis, a 
three-movement work composed between 1996 and 1998 written in a contemporary 
classical style with jazz and Latin influences.74  The first movement has elements of 
straight ahead jazz with the vibraphone playing chord voicings like piano player in a jazz 
combo.  The soprano saxophone also performers utilizing pitch bends and timber changes 
similar to a jazz soloist.  There is a short improvised section in Part 2, which is an 
exchange between the soprano and vibraphone.  The final movement is vibrant with the 
70 Andy Scott, “Composer,” Andy Scott, accessed March 21, 2016, 
https://www.andyscott.org.uk/composer.html. 
71 Scott, “Composer.” 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Andy Scott, “Nemesis,” Andy Scott, accessed March 21, 2016, 
https://www.andyscott.org.uk/nemesis.html. 
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two instruments performing in unison for a large period of time.  Nemesis was recorded 
by Rob Buckland and Simone Rebello on the CD “Towards the Light.”75 
Um A Zero (1945) by Pixinguinha 
Alfredo da Rocha Viana Filho, better known by the name Pixinguinha, was a 
composer, arranger, flautist and saxophonist born in Rio de Janeiro in 1897.76 
Pixinguinha is considered one of the greatest Brazilian composers of popular music, 
particularly within the genre of music known as Choro.  A Choro is an urban instrumental 
ensemble genre of music, which was popular is Brazil.77  Despite its name, the music 
often has a fast and happy rhythm.  Pixinguinha’s Choros are characterized by virtuoso 
improvisation and subtle modulations with exceptional syncopation and counterpoint.78 
Pixinguinha composed dozens of choros, including some of the most well known 
works in the genre such as Carinhoso, Glória, Lamento and Um A Zero.  Um A Zero is 
extremely fast and performers must be able to articulate all notes and rhythms quickly 
and with ease.  In our version of the composition, the melody will be performed by the 
soprano saxophone with the accompaniment being played by the alto saxophone.  We 
also include a cajon to add percussion to the saxophone duet and added a small 
improvisation section for the soprano saxophone in the spirit of the style of Pixinguinha. 
75 Scott, “Nemesis.”	
76 Gerard Béhague, “Pixinguinha,” Oxford Music Online, accessed March 21, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/43502. 
77 Gerard Béhague, “Choro,” Oxford Music Online, accessed March 21, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/05679. 
78 Béhague, “Choro.”	
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Libertango (1972) and Oblivion (1972) by Astor Piazzolla 
Astor Piazzolla was an Argentinean tango composer, bandoneón player and 
arranger.  He was a child prodigy on the bandoneón and his family immigrated to New 
York in 1924.79  His music revolutionized the traditional tango into a new style termed 
Nuevo Tango, which was met with resistance at first.80  His nuevo tango style 
incorporated elements of fugue, chromaticism, dissonance and jazz.81  Piazzolla would 
regularly perform his own compositions with a variety of ensembles and 
instrumentations, often improvising new arrangements with these groups. 
Oblivion is a slow tango that evokes a sense of melancholy, which is contrasted 
with Libertango, a faster tango that features a repetitious rhythm and builds in intensity 
as more people enter in to play.  I was inspired to arrange these works from several later 
recordings.  Specifically, I was inspired by the Yo-Yo Ma recordings, which included 
saxophonist Paquito D’Rivera and Astor Piazzolla himself on the bandoneón.  My 
approach to arranging these tangos was to emulate the improvisatorial nature of 
Piazzolla’s music.  As such, I included a rhythm section to create a sudo-jazz combo 
atmosphere and added an improvisation section for the soprano saxophone in the middle 
portion of Libertango. 
Caribe (1992) by Michel Camilo 
Caribe is considered one of the most popular compositions by Grammy-award 
winning pianist and composer Michel Camilo.  Camilo is a Dominican pianist, band 
79 Cliff Eisen, “Piazzolla, Astor,” Oxford Music Online, accessed March 21, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/45192. 
80 Eisen, “Piazzolla, Astor.” 
81 Ibid.	
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leader and composer who specializes in jazz, Latin and classical piano music.82  Camilo 
began taking an interest in jazz music at the age of fourteen when he heard a recording of 
Art Tatum.83  In 1982, he appeared at the Festival International de Jazz de Montréal as a 
member of Tito Puente’s Latin-jazz ensemble and then worked with Paquito D’Rivera 
from 1982 to 1986. 
Camilo is an extreme virtuoso pianist who blends jazz with latin and classical 
music in his performance.  I based this arrangement of Caribe on a combo recording 
which featured a solo by Grammy-award winning alto saxophonist Paquito D’Rivera.  
The tune is noted for its fast montuno rhythm and extremely difficult piano intro that 
Camilo improvises for every performance. 
Lingus (2009) by Michael League 
Snarky Puppy is a New York-based instrumental fusion band led by bassist, 
composer and producer Michael League.  Formed in Denton, Texas in 2004, the band 
features a collective of nearly 40 musicians, referred to as "The Fam" on their recordings 
and tours.84  Many of the current and former band members were once students at the 
University of North Texas.85  Lingus is off of their album “We Like it Here” and is best 
know for the incredible solo by keyboardist Cory Henry.  The tune is a fusion of jazz and 
pop music, which specifically uses aspects of the dubstep music genre.  This is a 
published arrangement that Michael League encourages performers to rearrange the 
82 Gary W. Kennedy, “Camilo, Michel,” Oxford Music Online, accessed March 21, 2016, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/J532300. 
83 Kennedy, “Camilo, Michel.”	
84 Matt Collar, “Snarky Puppy | Biography & History,” AllMusic, accessed March 21, 
2016, http://www.allmusic.com/artist/snarky-puppy-mn0002073891/biography. 
85 Collar, “Snarky Puppy.” 
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music to better suit their performance.  In the spirit of arranging for this recital, I will be 
playing electric saxophone using microphone and computer effects while soloing to 
achieve aspects of dubstep. 
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DMA Jazz Saxophone Recital 
November 19, 2016 
Paul Jackson Pollock was born in 1912 in Cody, Wyoming. At the age 18, 
Pollock moved to New York City and began studying with painter Thomas Hart Benton 
at the Art Students League.86  Pollock fell into alcoholism during the Great Depression 
though he had steady work through the Public Works of Art program.87  Pollock's most 
famous paintings were made during his action painting / drip period between 1947 and 
1956.88  He became wildly popular after being featured in Life magazine.  But fame and 
fortune were not good for Pollock and he became dismissive of other artists.89  Acts of 
self-promotion made him feel like a phony. 
Pollock would frequently meet his friends at the Cedar Bar near his East Hampton 
home, drinking until it closed and getting into violent fights.90  As the demand from 
collectors for Pollock's art grew, so too did the pressure he felt, and with it his 
alcoholism.  By 1956, he had quit painting, and his marriage was in shambles.91  Just 
after 10 pm on August 11, 1956, Pollock, who had been drinking, crashed his car into a 
tree less than a mile from his home.92  Pollock died not truly knowing the impact he had 
made in the art world.  Pollock’s art has had a profound impact on my view of 
performance art and inspired me to compose the music you will be hearing tonight. 
86 “Jackson Pollock Biography.com,” Biography, accessed on November 3, 2016, 
http://www.biography.com/people/jackson-pollock-9443818. 
87 “Jackson Pollock Biography.com.” 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
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Reflection of the Big Dipper (2016) by Ian Michael Cruz 
Pollock was also a big jazz lover, often attending performances at New York's 
Five Spot club. I decided to merge his favorite style of music with several selections of 
his art. For the purposes of this recital I have chosen to compose music focusing on 
paintings in Jackson Pollock’s drip period. Reflection of the Big Dipper was painted in 
1947 and consists of built up layers of paint with dripped enamel as the final touch.93  It 
was around 1947 that Jackson Pollock traded in his brushes for sticks, trowels and knives 
and began adding foreign matter, such as sand, broken glass, nails, coins, paint-tube tops 
and bottle caps to his canvases.94  The title and colors in the painting gave me the 
impression of a space odyssey.  Inspired by Bob Mintzer and the Yellowjackets, I 
composed the tune for my newly acquired Akai EWI (Electric Wind Instrument) in order 
to emulate the sound of the electric 1980s.  This work starts appropriately with the Apollo 
11 countdown. 
My Ideal (1930) by Leo Robin, Newell Chase and Richard A. Whiting 
My Ideal was written in 1930 by Leo Robin, Newell Chase and Richard A. 
Whiting.  This is the only selection on this recital that is not an original composition.  I 
chose this tune based on the album titled Jackson Pollock Jazz, which was released by the 
Museum of Modern Art.  The album features 17 hot jazz recordings that were picked by 
93 “Reflection of the Big Dipper,” Jackson Pollock - Biography, Paintings, and Quotes, 
accessed November 3, 2016, http://www.jackson-pollock.org/reflection-of-the-big-dipper.jsp. 
94 “Reflection of the Big Dipper.” 
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museum curators from Pollock’s personal jazz record collection.95  Among the tracks 
listed in the album is My Ideal, which was off of a 1944 record by saxophonist Coleman 
Hawkins with the Leonard Feather All Stars.96  This track was considered one of 
Pollock’s favorite songs to listen to and we are performing this tune accompanied by one 
of my favorite paintings of his, One: Number 31, 1950.  I paired this painting with the 
tune because there is something old-fashioned about the colors on display and My Ideal 
has a similar old-fashioned sound quality to it. 
Lavender Mist (2016) by Ian Michael Cruz 
The title Lavender Mist gave me the image of drinking lavender tea at a trendy 
café decorated with modern art.  I had been to a café like this during my undergraduate 
studies where they hosted a jazz jam session every Tuesday night.  It was also at this time 
that I began listening to saxophonist Michael Brecker, hence the similar Afro-Cuban 
rhythm to his tune African Skies.  The 1950 painting’s evocative title conveys a strong 
atmospheric effect, though there is no lavender on the canvas.97  The painting is 
composed primarily of white, blue, yellow, gray, umber, rosy pink, and black paint. 
Lavender Mist is a smooth blend with notes of Latin spice and a flowery aroma.  
95 “Jackson Pollock Jazz,” Museum Music Website, accessed November 3, 2016, 
http://museummusic.com/jacksonpollockjazz.aspx.	
96 “Jackson Pollock Jazz.” 
97 “Number 1, 1950 (Lavender Mist),” Explore This Work, accessed November 3, 2016, 
http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/Collection/highlights/highlight55819.html. 
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Autumn Rhythm (2016) by Ian Michael Cruz 
Autumn Rhythm was painted in 1950 and purchased in 1957 for the collection of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where it remains on display.98  The painting consists of 
muted colors such as black, white and brown paint, aggressively splattered and interlaced 
throughout an unpainted canvas background.  Pollock originally titled the painting 
Number 30, believing that titles affected how viewers perceived paintings, but it was later 
titled Autumn Rhythm.99  Based on the title and the muted colors I decided to base my 
work on the form of Oleo, also known as rhythm changes.  It is a basic jazz form that has 
been used many times by many jazz artists for its simplicity and great changes for 
improvisation.  
Blue Poles (2016) by Ian Michael Cruz 
Blue Poles, painted in 1952, is one of the most famous abstract impressionist 
paintings of all time.100  It was painted using enamel and aluminum paint with broken 
glass on canvas.101  I felt that this work shows a structure in the midst of chaos. This 
concept helped me to base this work off of Branford Marsalis’ soprano saxophone 
ballads.  The tune has a structure and form, however, it is played entirely rubato with the 
drums filling in the space out of time.  
98 “Autumn Rhythm (Number 30),” The Met's Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History, 
accessed November 3, 2016, http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/57.92/. 
99 “Autumn Rhythm.”	
100 “Blue Poles, 1952 by Jackson Pollock,” Jackson Pollock - Biography, Paintings and 
Quotes, accessed November 3, 2016, http://www.jackson-pollock.org/blue-poles.jsp. 
101 “Blue Poles.” 
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Convergence (2016) by Ian Michael Cruz 
Perhaps his most famous work was a painting titled Convergence, which was 
created in 1952.102  In 1964, the puzzle company Springbok Editions, released 
Convergence the jigsaw puzzle.103  It was a 340-piece puzzle that they promoted as "the 
world's most difficult puzzle.”104  The impact of Pollock's Convergence was evident in 
1965 when hundreds of thousands of Americans purchased the jigsaw puzzle.105  The title 
also means the moving towards unity of two or more separate entities.  For this idea I 
decided to meld a sudo-classical melody and jazz together.  It starts on soprano 
saxophone and moves to the EWI as the work has a 1980s Toto sound with the drum set 
based on Jeff Porcaro’s groove off of Child’s Anthem. 
102 “Convergence, 1952 by Jackson Pollock,” Jackson Pollock - Biography, Paintings, 
and Quotes, accessed November 3, 2016, http://www.jackson-pollock.org/convergence.jsp. 
103 “Convergence.” 
104 Ibid. 
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